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Let’s Try an Experiment “In English”

econd-year students doing the science and math course conduct an experiment in science lectured by

Courtenay Nimmo, our Assistant English Teacher. Today, English is seen as an international

language for science studies, so scientists need to acquire it as the right tool.

In our school, students will study science “in English” and improve their English skills practically through

experiments and classes. We’d like to report the biology class conducted the first experiment “in English”

on June 9th and 23rd.

Mon./June/9th /7th period What is “Protoplasts” ? What do we call this in Japanese?

s the first step, students learned about terms for the experiment,

experimental equipments that they use, and the procedure of it.

They took the class all in English for the experiment in English. Constant temperature water tank

Although there were some difficult terms on the handout, they guessed

it with clues given by Ms. Nimmo without using a dictionary. Some students

took their biology textbook in English into account.

At the end of the class, Ms. Nimmo demonstrated the experiment that tweezers

they would conduct in the next class so that students could reinforce their Answers are on the Japanese ver.

image of it.

Mon./June/23rd/6th period Making protoplasts and cell fusion

n this day, there was an operating committee for SSH project. The classes of freshman and second-

grade on science and math course were opened on the 6th period for the members.

2-1 A Biology Experiment in English with Ms. Nimmo 1-3 SS Scientific Literacy

◆ The result of a survey ◆ “Measure a specimen of fish”

Did you understand Ms. Courtenay’s explanation? Yes 35％ Most but not all 60％ A little of it 5％

Were you spoken to Ms. Courtenay in class? Yes 70％ The person next to me 25％ No 5％

Did you try to speak to Ms. Courtenay? Yes 44％ No 55％

Do you realize the importance of the English experiment? Yes 45％ A little bit 35％ Not so much 20％

Students had difficulties in technical terms in work sheets. Let’s ask your questions actively to Ms. Courtenay next time!

We will report “The Super Lecture in Kashiwazaki” in the next issue.


